
MYP/3D Science Unit Planner

Marietta City Schools

Grade & Course: 10th Grade Biology Topic: Patterns in Living Systems:
Patterns in Living Systems

Duration: 2 weeks

Teachers: Hunter Fisher, Heather
Glazebrook, Mariah Sappington,
Uswa Jadoon, Lisa Smith, Rosemary
Kamau, O’Neal McRunells, Amber
Carr,  Zakayo Ruoro, Alvin Tremble

Georgia Standards of Excellence:
SB4. Obtain, evaluate, and communicate information to illustrate the organization of interacting systems within single- celled
and multi-celled organisms.

a. Construct an argument supported by scientific information to explain patterns in structures and function among clades of
organisms, including the origin of eukaryotes by endosymbiosis. Clades should include: archaea, bacteria, eukaryotes,
fungi, plants, animals. (Clarification statement: This is reflective of 21st century classification schemes and nested hierarchy
of clades and is intended to develop a foundation for comparing major groups of organisms. The term 'protist' is useful in
describing those eukaryotes that are not within the animal, fungal or plant clades but the term does not describe a well-
defined clade or a natural taxonomic group.)

b. Analyze and interpret data to develop models (i.e cladograms and phylogenetic trees) based on patterns of common
ancestry and the theory of evolution to determine relationships among major groups of organisms.

c. Construct an argument supported by empirical evidence to compare and contrast the characteristics of viruses and
organisms.

SB6. Obtain, evaluate, and communicate information to assess the theory of evolution.
a. Construct an explanation of how new understandings of Earth’s history, the emergence of new species from

pre-existing species, and our understanding of genetics have influenced our understanding of biology.

Narrative / Background Information

Prior Student Knowledge: (REFLECTION – PRIOR TO TEACHING THE UNIT)
● Define and describe the binomial system of naming species as an internationally agreed system in which the scientific name

of an organism is made up of two parts showing the genus and species.
● Develop and defend a model that categorizes organisms based on common characteristics.
● Evaluate historical models of how organisms were classified based on physical characteristics and how that led to the six

kingdom system (currently archaea, bacteria, protists, fungi, plants, and animals).
● List the features of viruses, limited to protein coat and genetic material.
● Construct and use simple dichotomous keys based on easily identifiable features.
● Describe the scientific explanation of the origin of life on Earth.
● Explain the evidence supporting the scientific theory of the origin of eukaryotic cells.

Year-Long Anchoring Phenomena: (LEARNING PROCESS)
Sickle cell is a heritable genetic mutation that evolved in response to interactions in ecosystems.

Unit Phenomena (LEARNING PROCESS)
Protists have always been a challenging group to classify. An amazing variety of structure & function patterns are found in these
aquatic organisms.

MYP Inquiry Statement:
Understanding relationships among the organisms based on their forms and patterns that can lead to classification based on



identities.

MYP Global Context:
Identities and Relationships

Related Concept: Form

Key Concept: Relationships

Approaches to Learning Skills:

Communication Skills:
● Use and interpret a

range of
discipline-specific
terms

Information literacy Skills:
● Make

connections
between various
sources of
information

SEP
● Construct

explanations & ask
questions

● Engage in argument
from evidence

● Analyze and
interpret data
Develop and use
models

● Obtaining,
evaluating &
communicating
information

Disciplinary Core Ideas:
(KNOWLEDGE & SKILLS)

- Kingdoms & Clades
- Phylogenetic

Trees/Cladograms
- Viruses/Vaccines
- Earth History
- Endosymbiosis

Crosscutting Concepts: (KNOWLEDGE & SKILLS)
Patterns
Structure & Function

MYP Key and Related Concepts:
● Patterns
● Structure and Function

GADOE Achievement Level Descriptors for Biology

Disciplinary Core Content: patterns of inheritance
Focus Science & Engineering Practices: developing and using models; constructing explanations, use mathematical models
Focus Crosscutting Concepts: patterns, cause and effect, structure and function

Refer to the Georgia Standards & Content outlined on page 1 of the unit planner.

The beginning learner can…

identify patterns in structures
and function among clades of
organisms;

recognize that patterns of
common ancestry and the
theory of evolution can be used
to determine relationships
among major groups of

The developing learner
can…

explain patterns in structures
and function among clades of
organisms, including the
origin of eukaryotes by
endosymbiosis;

analyze and interpret simple
data related to patterns of

The proficient learner can…

construct an argument
supported by scientific
information to explain
patterns in structures and
function among clades of
organisms, including the
origin of eukaryotes by
endosymbiosis;

The distinguished learner can…

refine an argument supported by
scientific information to explain
patterns in structures and
function among clades of
organisms, including the origin of
eukaryotes by endosymbiosis;

use data to evaluate models
based on patterns of common

https://www.gadoe.org/Curriculum-Instruction-and-Assessment/Assessment/Documents/Milestones/ALD/ALDS_for_Milestones_EOC_Biology_12.2017.pdf


organisms;

identify characteristics of
viruses;
recognize that new
understandings of Earth’s history
have influenced our
understanding of biology.

common ancestry and the
theory of evolution to
determine relationships
among major groups of
organisms;

describe the characteristics of
viruses and organisms;
identify an explanation of
how new understandings of
Earth’s history, the
emergence of new species
from pre-existing species, and
our understanding of genetics
have influenced our
understanding of biology.

analyze and interpret data to
develop models (i.e.,
cladograms, phylogenetic
trees) based on patterns of
common ancestry and the
theory of evolution to
determine relationships
among major groups of
organisms;

construct an argument
supported by empirical
evidence to compare and
contrast the characteristics of
viruses and organisms;

construct an explanation of
how new understandings of
Earth’s history, the emergence
of new species from
pre-existing species, and our
understanding of genetics
have influenced our
understanding of biology.

ancestry and the theory of
evolution to determine
relationships among major groups
of organisms;

refine an argument supported by
empirical evidence to compare
and contrast the characteristics of
viruses and organisms;

compare explanations of how
new understandings of Earth’s
history, the emergence of new
species from pre-existing species,
and our understanding of genetics
have influenced our
understanding of biology.

Possible Preconceptions/Misconceptions: (REFLECTION – PRIOR TO TEACHING THE UNIT)
Misconceptions: Mitochondria are the “powerhouse” of the cell. A model must be a 3-D representation. Homeostasis means
equilibrium- not necessarily that the environment (of the cell) is stable→ not everything in terms of solutes should be equal inside
and outside the cell.

Preconceptions: Students should have a basic understanding of the differences between prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells, as well as
the basic functions of the organelles. Students should have a general understanding of how organisms are classified into 6
kingdoms, and how taxonomy and classification have changed over time. Students should understand the general idea of
homeostasis.



Key Vocabulary: (KNOWLEDGE & SKILLS)
Eukaryotic, Prokaryotic, Autotroph, Heterotroph, Multicellular, Peptidoglycan, Cellulose, Endosymbiosis, Endosymbiotic Theory,
Domain, Kingdom, Phylum, Class, Order, Family, Genus, Species, Clade, Outgroup, Phylogeny, Phylogenetic Tree, Cladogram,
Ancestor, Taxonomy, Binomial Nomenclature, Derived character, Mitochondria, Chloroplasts, Evolution

Inquiry Statements:

Factual:
What are the key features of living organisms?
How can we classify the living organism based on their characteristics?
How has life on Earth changed over time?

Conceptual:
How does our classification system help us to understand species and their evolutionary history?
How do scientists determine what is classified as living vs. non living?
How did life first appear on Earth?

Debatable:

Do you think that the current six kingdom classification system would change in the future? Explain your answer.
How can we use what we know about life on Earth in order to find evidence of life on other planets?

MYP
Objectives

Summative assessment

MYP A: Knowing and
understanding

Assessment Task: Construct a Model: “Build a Cladogram” - Students develop a cladogram  based on
evidence from the unit and that explains that many shared characteristics are due to common
descent.

Unit Objectives:

Learning
Activities

and

Experiences

Inquiry & Obtain:
(LEARNING PROCESS)

Evaluate: (LEARNING
PROCESS)

Communicate:
(LEARNING
PROCESS)

Weeks 1-2
Engage: Phenomenon - Protists
have always been a challenging
group to classify. An amazing
variety of patterns in structure
and function are found in these
organisms.

Students obtain background
information by viewing a

CSA- Cladograms &
Kingdoms,
Virus/Vaccines, History of
Earth, Endosymbiosis

Students analyze and
interpret data collected to
develop models of
evolutionary trees.

Discussion Boards CER
Virus



three-minute video:
Introduction to
the Protists about a variety of
Protists in pond water.

Explore - Introduction to
Kingdoms

Protist Lab
Students carry out an
investigation to observe
structure and function in
organisms in pond
water and collect evidence to
support general patterns of
kinship between protists and
other eukaryotes (plant-like,
animal-like, fungus-like).
Students should observe things
like
the presence or absence of a
nucleus, unicellular or
multicellular, autotrophic or
heterotrophic.

Student Lab Handout

Kingdom Foldable
Students will use the textbook
and internet resources to
create a 6 Kingdom Foldable.

Six Kingdom Foldable

Schoology Activities
What Kingdom Do I Belong to?
Kingdom Lab Assessment

Explore Cladograms

Cladogram Practice

Identifying and classifying
unknown organisms based on
characteristics and structures.

Analyzing and interpreting
cladograms based on research
and presented data

Construct a cladogram of an
assigned piece of technology.

● Students construct an
argument using evidence
from samples and
information online to
show family
relationships between
groups of organisms.
● Students analyze and
interpret data by reading
an article to collect
evidence supporting the
theory of
endosymbiosis.
● Students construct an
argument using evidence
to support the theory of
endosymbiosis.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0-6dzU4gOJo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0-6dzU4gOJo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0-6dzU4gOJo
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TdtkcySer4xV_wdCEXBD8qz7HFs-Og-J/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1exRIXxN-kTxGhATahAXd1LsAQ96fOxGq/view?usp=sharing
https://marietta.schoology.com/template/3201535423/resource-assessment?&f=161454555#/template/3201535423/resource-assessment?&f=161454555
https://marietta.schoology.com/template/3201535369/resource-assessment?&f=161454555#/template/3201535369/resource-assessment?&f=161454555
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vDtw2nNA4lm0NF2vKddz3g6qmyV7nA9I/view?usp=sharing


Phenomenon - Chloroplasts
and mitochondria are similar to
prokaryotic cells.

Gathering - Introduction of
cell theory and Endosymbiosis
Theory
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=FGnS- Xk0ZqU&vl=en

Compare and Contrast
Prokaryotes and Eukaryotes
Venn Diagram

Endosymbiosis Carton Activity

Evidences of
Endosymbiosis Theory
Group Activity
“A Theory on the Origins of
Eukaryotic Cells:
Mitochondria and
Chloroplasts”
https://marietta.schoology.c
om
/course/2158539427/materi
als/ gp/2280654907

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=9i7kAt97XYU&feat
ure=youtu.be&t=132

Unit 2 Summative Study Guide
Earth History

- Timeline
- Hhmi Making of Mass

Extinction Graph
- 2 video links
- History of Earth 60s

Video Discussion (c)
- Geologic Eras

Foldable Closer (e)

Remediation
Week 5

Discovery Education Science
Techbook Assignments

Exploration I, Hands-On Lab,
Exploration II

Discovery Education
Constructed Responses

Classification
History of Life
Viruses

Discovery Education Studio
Board Presentations

Week
6

Test Review Unit 2 Common
Summative Assessment
in Schoology

Test Question Analysis
- Whole Group

Resources (hyperlink to model lessons and/or resources):
All Common Learning Experiences are hyperlinked above, additional resources to support teachers are located in the PLC Schoology
Group resource folder.

Reflection: Considering the planning, process and impact of the inquiry

Prior to teaching the unit During teaching After teaching the unit

- Students enjoy Earth
Timeline and Mass
Extinction

- Good chunking
- Kingdom Labs went well.
- Building Cladogram is a

challenge: Potential activity

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FGnS-Xk0ZqU&vl=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FGnS-Xk0ZqU&vl=en
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FGnS-Xk0ZqU&vl=en
https://marietta.schoology.com/course/2158539427/materials/gp/2280654907
https://marietta.schoology.com/course/2158539427/materials/gp/2280654907
https://marietta.schoology.com/course/2158539427/materials/gp/2280654907
https://marietta.schoology.com/course/2158539427/materials/gp/2280654907
https://marietta.schoology.com/course/2158539427/materials/gp/2280654907
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9i7kAt97XYU&feature=youtu.be&t=132
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9i7kAt97XYU&feature=youtu.be&t=132
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9i7kAt97XYU&feature=youtu.be&t=132
https://google.discoveryeducation.com/learn/techbook/units/6c35ec2d-a3c9-4891-b0dc-938e19d3d82e/concepts/1e8ea114-8e4d-45d0-ae10-acf7e122c6e1
https://google.discoveryeducation.com/learn/techbook/units/6c35ec2d-a3c9-4891-b0dc-938e19d3d82e/concepts/1e8ea114-8e4d-45d0-ae10-acf7e122c6e1
https://google.discoveryeducation.com/learn/assessment/544aa445-b417-4f4f-bab7-5d479c404939/interactive/attempt?embed=false&embed_origin=false&preview=false&is_techbook=false&concept_id=1e8ea114-8e4d-45d0-ae10-acf7e122c6e1&unit_id=6c35ec2d-a3c9-4891-b0dc-938e19d3d82e&origin=learn&guidConceptId=1e8ea114-8e4d-45d0-ae10-acf7e122c6e1&conceptGuid=1e8ea114-8e4d-45d0-ae10-acf7e122c6e1&guidUnitId=6c35ec2d-a3c9-4891-b0dc-938e19d3d82e&unitGuid=6c35ec2d-a3c9-4891-b0dc-938e19d3d82e
https://google.discoveryeducation.com/learn/player/c643bcbe-bcfc-45cd-91ca-02258dd98236
https://google.discoveryeducation.com/learn/assessment/5e9abfcc-2c17-490e-91ed-dd9ef8549163/interactive/attempt?embed=false&embed_origin=false&preview=false&is_techbook=false&concept_id=85ff425e-4d36-473c-b84a-1ea6cac22629&unit_id=6c35ec2d-a3c9-4891-b0dc-938e19d3d82e&origin=learn&guidConceptId=85ff425e-4d36-473c-b84a-1ea6cac22629&conceptGuid=85ff425e-4d36-473c-b84a-1ea6cac22629&guidUnitId=6c35ec2d-a3c9-4891-b0dc-938e19d3d82e&unitGuid=6c35ec2d-a3c9-4891-b0dc-938e19d3d82e
https://google.discoveryeducation.com/learn/techbook/units/6c35ec2d-a3c9-4891-b0dc-938e19d3d82e/concepts/1e8ea114-8e4d-45d0-ae10-acf7e122c6e1/tabs/6e1551ab-57b8-42d4-8e5b-25549791c760/pages/4750f880-113f-421e-9bfc-20080a3e1be4
https://google.discoveryeducation.com/learn/techbook/units/6c35ec2d-a3c9-4891-b0dc-938e19d3d82e/concepts/85ff425e-4d36-473c-b84a-1ea6cac22629/tabs/6e1551ab-57b8-42d4-8e5b-25549791c760/pages/70274a01-4675-4234-abf7-877d4596bc1c
https://google.discoveryeducation.com/learn/techbook/units/6c35ec2d-a3c9-4891-b0dc-938e19d3d82e/concepts/d6ffc21a-42b7-4891-8cdb-2a4c1482e710/tabs/6e1551ab-57b8-42d4-8e5b-25549791c760/pages/d67fd00a-81e3-4408-be96-fccd04bcf95a
https://studio.discoveryeducation.com/?filter=all&sort=updated_on&sortOrder=desc&search=Biology%20Classification&layout=grid&page=1
https://studio.discoveryeducation.com/?filter=all&sort=updated_on&sortOrder=desc&search=Biology%20Classification&layout=grid&page=1
https://ckschools.org/common/pages/UserFile.aspx?fileId=6570515

